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Field Notes:                                                                                                        September 20, 1999 
 
Agriculture is more than an industry. 
 
 “This generation of Americans has a rendezvous with destiny,” a quotation from Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt was one of his most profound even though it is much lesser known than 
others.  This sentence was true for those living prior to and during the war years, and it is very 
true for us today. 
 In retrospect, we can say that the generation FDR was referring to was able to meet the 
challenges it faced; the question for us is whether we will be able to face our own present and 
future challenges.  Our nation today is very different from that of the 1930’s and 40’s.  How do I 
know that you may say; well I grew up around those people witnessing their determination 
firsthand. 
 In his recent book, The Greatest Generation, Tom Brokaw describes our country in the 
early part of this century.  With one third of the population living on farms in 1920, the nation 
was still closely linked to agriculture.  The Great Depression tempered the spirits of people, 
preparing them for events to follow; and the reality of work in factories and on farms made 
minds and bodies ready for the greatest conflict the world has endured.   After that time, these 
same people built the greatest nation the world has seen to date.  
 Steinbeck vividly described the harsh life of agricultural people during the Dust Bowl 
years in his epic Grapes of Wrath.   In 1938, a farm boy from Abilene, Kansas named Dwight D. 
Eisenhower was an Army officer with the rank of Colonel.  Many other key figures either grew 
up on the land or were only one generation removed from the farm.   Common people shared a 
vision for America with their leaders, forming a cohesive system capable of meeting and 
conquering the harsh conditions of the day.  These people were not deterred by challenge 
whether it came in physical or mental form. 
 The Old Testament describes the way Sampson was tricked into having the source of his 
strength taken away by the cutting of his hair, and how he was blinded and forced into slavery.  
This could easily serve as an analogy for our country today in that our agriculture is being cut 
away in much the same way as Sampson’s hair.  The only difference is that Sampson knew that 
his long hair was the source of his power; few of our people know that agriculture is the source 
of our strength.   
 A prime example of the way American Agriculture has been weakened is the way the 
North American Free Trade Agreement has favored other countries where labor is cheap, 
environmental restrictions are lax, and production costs are low.  Most people are aware of how 
these factors have affected industry, but the same conditions affect agriculture.  This agreement 
seemed good at the time it was discussed because it promised to open markets for our products, 
but in practice the reverse has happened.  
 Another problem is the Farm Bill now in effect.  Referred to as “Freedom to Farm” it 
seemed fine because it allowed farmers to grow the crops they wanted and to manage their land 
properly.  This act has caused adverse effects since it simultaneously reduced support payments 
necessary for farmers to compete in world markets.  
 When land is taken out of production in the U.S. as a way of  “reducing the surplus” more 
land is cleared and farmed somewhere else in the world.   The surplus remains and prices for 
agricultural commodities remain low.  The problem is not being solved, rather it is being made 
worse.   From an environmental standpoint, even more damage is being done as tropical forests 
are cleared for farming.   
 It’s ironic that as all these things are occurring as we are finally learning to farm in a 
manner that prevents damage to the land and the environment.  Technologies are now available 
for preventing soil loss, reducing the consumption of fossil fuels, and dramatically reducing the 
use of hazardous pesticides.  
 Economic factors are the only barriers to a healthy agriculture in our country, and most of 
these are political in nature.  A lot of people are finally becoming vocal about conditions 
surrounding American agriculture, and a new farm bill may be in the making soon.  There is a lot 
more at stake than food on our grocery shelves; our future as a nation may be in the balance as 
well.    
